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Occidental opposes Icahn move
Occidental Petroleum Corp on
Monday criticized activist investor
Carl Icahn’s efforts to oust and
replace four of its directors, saying
his slate of nominees were inadequate for the post.
Icahn, who owns 4.4% stake in
the Houston-based oil and gas producer, launched a proxy fight last
week, arguing that the company
overpaid for Anadarko Petroleum
and failed to give shareholders a
say in the proposed $38 billion deal.
The proxy fight is unlikely to stop

the Anadarko deal, but would influence the pace and direction of billions of dollars of asset sales that
will result after the acquisition closes.
In a letter to shareholders,
Occidental Chief Executive Officer
Vicki Hollub and Chairman Eugene
Batchelder said Icahn’s slate of
nominees lacked “skills, experience
or expertise that are addititive or
superior to our existing directors.”
Icahn’s nominees are John
Hofmeister, former president of

Shell Oil Co, Alan LeFevre, former
finance chief of consumer goods
firm Jarden Corp, and Nicholas
Graziano and Andrew Langham,
executives with Icahn’s investment
company.
Occidental also called on shareholders to reject the consent solicitation put forward by Icahn to get a
vote on his nominees.
An Icahn Group executive did not
immediately reply to requests for
comment. (RTRS)

Kuwaiti stocks extend
retreat, volume drops
CBK tumbles 44 fils, VIVA up
By Cinatra Alvares

Dubai, Abu Dhabi bourses spike

Arab Times Staff

KUWAIT CITY, July 22:
Kuwait stocks pulled lower
on Monday extending last
session’s downturn. The All
Shares Index fell to 6,039.10
points, down 0.39%. The Premier Market index slipped
2.89 points down to 6,661.42
points while the Main Market
index took a 66.74 point dive
to 4,813.72 points.
The trading session began with
a mixed performance but rallied
upwards before quickly plateauing
into the red. Of the 127 counters
open, 36 companies advanced, 67
retreated and 24 closed ﬂat. A total
volume of 133.58 million shares
were traded in 50,802 transactions
for a turnover of KD 23.29 million.
Al Deera Holding Co led the pack
of gainers with a 13.27% surge to 12.8
fils albeit with a relatively low turnover. Meanwhile, Hilal Cement
Company posted a 10% rise in share
price to 100.1 fils and Real Estate
Trade Centres hiked up 9.62% to a
28.5 fils close. National Shooting
Company climbed one point to 12.4
fils to place among the session’s top
gainers along with Arzan Financial
Group for Financing and Investment
that trekked up 5.83% to 34.5 fils in
robust activity.
International Financial Advisors, on
the other hand, tracked a 12.61% nose
dive to 20.10 fils and Burgan Company
for Well Drilling, Trading and
Maintenance shaved off 10% of its
share price to end the day at 89.10 fils.
Meanwhile, Wethaq Takaful Insurance
dropped 8.81% to 30 fils and Tamdeen
Real Estate shed 8.53% to close at 311
fils. IFA Hotels and Resorts skimmed
5.3 points lower to 59 fils.
Banks closed at 1,407.50 points in
the red with a 0.58% tumble. A total of
30.89 million shares were exchanged
for a KD 13.7 million turnover. Gulf
Bank lost 2 points to finish at 311 fils
in a very active session while Ahli
United Bank moved up 2 points to 280
fils. Kuwait Finance House faced a
0.26% contraction to finish at 768 fils
while NBK moved into the red with a
3 point dip to 999 fils a share. Warba
Bank ended 1 point lower in the red at
254 fils while Burgan Bank and
Bouryan Bank both dropped 2 points
for a 348 fils and 587 fils close.
Commercial Bank of Kuwait took a 44
point dive to 521 fils.
Telecommunications Sector Index
advanced to 1,054.69 points with a
0.12% upturn trading a volume of 2.71
million shares. Aan Digital Services
Co accounted for 50% of the traded
stock volume in the sector, closing at
12.6 fils with a 0.10 point reduction.
Zain countered the previous session’s
loss with a 1 point upswing to 575 fils
while VIVA closed at 805 fils with a
3-point green spike. At the same time,
Ooredoo sloped 4 points into the red
with a 650 fils close.
Meanwhile, Financial Services
Sector took a 0.50% drop to 1,042.40
points, trading 73 million shares and a
KD 5.73 million turnover. Aayan
Leasing and Investment took a 0.40
point cut to 51.7 fils and International
Financial Advisors recorded a 2.9
point trim in share price to 20.1 fils. Al
Imtiaz Investment Group moved 2

Gulf tensions weigh on Saudi
DUBAI, July 22, (RTRS): Saudi Arabia’s stock market dropped on Monday as banks and petrochemical
shares weighed on the index against
a backdrop of political tensions in the
region, while Dubai and Abu Dhabi
bourses rose sharply on gains in their
blue-chip stocks. Saudi’s main index
fell 0.6%.
The kingdom’s largest petrochemical maker Saudi Basic Industries
shed 1.8% and its biggest lender National Commercial Bank was down
0.7%.
Weakness in worldwide demand
for oil shifted sentiment in the oil market in recent days, with hedge funds,
producers and traders all taking a
more bearish tack.
Saudi Kayan Petrochemical fell
1.4% after it swung to a secondquarter loss, which it blamed on lower
product prices and higher ﬁnancing
costs, while Saudi Arabia Fertilizers
dropped 1.9% after its proﬁt for the
same period was hurt by a production
halt at one of its plants during maintenance.
Dubai’s main index was up 1.3%.
Blue-chip developer Emaar Properties climbed 2.5% after it struck a
deal with Beijing Daxing International
Airport for joint execution of an $11
billion project, that includes residential and leisure facilities. Emaar units
Emaar Development and Emaar
Malls followed suit rising 2.8% and
2.6%, respectively. Dubai Financial Market edged up 0.7% after its
second-quarter proﬁt attributable to
shareholders rose more than 9%.
The Abu Dhabi index gained 1.2%,
rising for a ﬁfth day running, boosted
by First Abu Dhabi Bank which closed
1.5% higher after reporting a 5% rise

points lower to a 140 fils share price
and National Industries Group Holding
closed flat at 236 fils. Al Salam Group
Holding closed at 39.4 fils in the red
and First Investment slid 0.5 point to
35.9 fils. Kuwait Financial Centre also
fell 0.5 point down to 94.5 fils while
Noor Financial Investment ended at
91.5 fils in the red at the day’s close.
The Real Estate Sector traced 0.04%
upwards to 960.60 points. Abyaar Real
Estate Development skirted 0.10 point
lower to 14.6 fils. Investors Holding
Group closed flat at 10 fils a share while
Kuwait Real Estate moved 1.6 points
higher to 79 fils. Sokouk Holding Co
took a 1.45% contraction to 34 fils and
Ajwan Gulf Real Estate stood at 14.2 fils
in the red. Al Mazaya Holding, at the
end of the trading session, slipped 0.30
points down to 56.6 fils.
Oil & Gas Sector Index stood at
1,152.61 in the red with a 13.01 point
fall. Independent Petroleum Group
and Senergy Holding Co closed flat at
450 fils and 21 fils respectively while
Gulf Petroleum Investment shed
3.02% of its share price for a 22.5 fils
close. Burgan Company for Well
Drilling, Trading and Maintenance
dipped 9.9 points lower to 89.10 fils
during the session.
Basic Materials Sector took a turn to
the green with a 0.14% spike to
1,117.80
points.
Boubyan
Petrochemical closed at 905 fils with a
5-point climb, Kuwait Foundry slipped
8 points down to 250 fils while Qurain
Petrochemical Industries closed flat at
352 fils.
Industrials Sector Index closed at
937.31 with a 0.09% improvement on

in second-quarter net proﬁt.
Aldar Properties rose 2.6%. After
the market closed, the ﬁrm provided a
progress update on recently awarded
5 billion dirhams ($1.36 billion) worth
of projects.
It also raised its annual proﬁt guidance by 50% for the next three to
four years. Egypt’s blue-chip index
also closed 0.8% higher with market
heavyweight lender Commercial International Bank gaining 1.2%. Qatar’s index recouped earlier losses to
end 0.4%higher underpinned by its
ﬁnancial and industrial stocks.
The Gulf’s largest lender Qatar National Bank closed 1.5%up and Industries Qatar rose 1%.

Saudi Arabia
■ The index dropped 0.6% to
8,907 points

Abu Dhabi
■ The index gained 1.2% to 5,299
points

Dubai
■ The index was up 1.3% to 2,775
points

Qatar
■ The index was up 0.4% to 10,542
points

Egypt
■ The index rose 0.8% to 13,685
points

Bahrain
■ The index slid 0.5% to 1,527
points

Oman
■ The index was down 0.2% to
3,764 points

the trading floor. A total of 9.56 million shares for a KD 2 million turnover. KGL Logistics stood at 42 fils in
the red while Combined Group
Contracting moved up 7 points to 242
fils. ALAFCO Aviation Lease and
Finance Co slid 5 points lower to a 286
fils share price while Gulf Cement Co
made a 2.8 point gain to 60 fils.
Concurrently, Heavy Engineering
Industries and Shipbuilding dipped 1
point lower to 409 fils and Agility
Public Warehousing slid 3 points
down to 788 fils.
The Insurance Sector Index closed
0.41% down at 914.95 points.
Consumer Goods Sector took a dive to
773.98 points while the Consumer
Services Sector curved lower to 975.54
points. Livestock Transport and
Trading dived 10 points down to 185
fils while Danah Al Safat Foodstuff
closed at a flat 28 fils and Mezzan
Holding Co trekked 2 points higher to
a 622 fils share price. Kuwait Resorts
took a 0.2 point dive to 53.30 fils and
Oula Fuel Marketing closed at a steady
122 fils.
In other related news, Boursa
Kuwait announced the list of suspended companies from trading which
included Al-Kout Industrial Projects
Co, Ithmaar Holding Co and Yiaco
Medical
Co.
Also,
KAMCO
Investment received the Capital
Markets Authority’s (CMA) approval
for its merger with Global Investment
House
and
Warba
Insurance
announced that Standard & Poor’s
Financial Services (S&P) has affirmed
the company’s rating at ‘BBB’, with a
‘Negative’ outlook.

As politics takes centre stage

Italian bond rally stalls near 3-year lows
LONDON, July 22, (RTRS):
Benchmark Italian bond yields stalled
near three-year lows on Monday as
investors geared up for a showdown
between Italy’s coalition partners this
week.
The far-right League and anti-system 5-Star Movement have been at
each other’s throats for months, but
tensions have risen even further
recently with each accusing the other
of betrayal and bad faith.
League leader Matteo Salvini
warned last week he would quit the
14-month-old government unless
5-Star dropped its opposition to projects close to his party’s heart, including a drive to hand greater autonomy
to the League’s wealthy northern
heartland.
But some market strategists say the
confrontational tone adopted by
Salvini may be an excuse to extract
greater concessions in the upcoming
budget discussions.
“We are less convinced that the
coalition may be about to collapse, that
is because Salvini knows he has a
strong hand and that is what he is trying to exert currently with the prime
minister and Luigi di Maio,” said Matt
Cairns, rates strategist at Rabobank.

Yields on 10-year maturities for
Italian government debt steadied at
1.62%, within sight of an October
2016 low of 1.51%.
Bond yields have dropped by more
than 100 basis points since mid-June
when ECB chief Mario Draghi flagged
the bank was preparing to embark
again on monetary stimulus.
But the bond rally came to a halt last
week as political tensions took centre
stage.
Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte is
due to hold another round of consultations on Monday and has said he hopes
to present a final proposal on the
reform to a cabinet meeting pencilled
in for Friday.
“We need to watch for more developments on the Italian political situation,” said Daniel Lenz, a rates strategist at DZ Bank in Frankfurt.
Short-dated Italian bond yields seesawed, with two-year yields down 2
basis points on the day at 0.02%.
Elsewhere, core European bond
yields paused for breath after posting
their biggest weekly drop in seven
weeks before a European Central Bank
policy meeting this week where policymakers might unveil plans for more
rate cuts.

Though hopes have grown that the
ECB might cut its deposit rate as soon
as Thursday to soften the impact on
the euro from a much-awaited Fed rate
cut, market watchers say policymakers
will change forward guidance before
taking further steps.
Money markets are assigning a 51%
probability of a 10 basis point deposit
rate cut, with a Reuters poll expecting
the ECB to change its forward guidance towards more easing this week
and move to cutting interest rates only
in September.
As a result, German bond yields for
10-year maturities were broadly steady
at minus 31 bps in early London trading – within striking distance of a
record low of minus 40 bps hit earlier
this month.
Ongoing tensions between Britain
and Iran over the seizure by Iran of an
oil tanker is also set to sustain demand
for safe-haven core European debt.
Primary market activity is likely to
remain slow with only Belgium and
Italy due to sell bonds this week. Net
issuance of 4.5-6 billion euros ($11.78
billion) is expected to be more than
offset by inflows from redemptions
and coupon payments, according to
strategists at Unicredit.

